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We were going to write this up when we got home. But every plan gets mixed up. Hotspur 
wanted to listen to music at the Tap House in Broadstone. So what was I to do. Three beers later 
and I’m late for dinner. Still alive and kicking, so what’s happened today? 
 
Well the start was way off in the depths of Wiltshire, ok, basically Salisbury. Being so high up the 
planet and the pub doesn’t open until 12 means we have a smaller group. Luckily the fit bu**ers are 
more resilient so the main should be quorate. Hang on, Ferret and TP are hares so that blows 
everything away. As we are near Salisbury, there is a risk this is a HOV trail, No, well two weeks ago 
it was. 
 
Apparently, it was wet and shiggishish yesterday, so Mouse is still out there stuck in the mud 
somewhere. 
 
Too many apps to start means I don’t get lost straight away. Across the field with the horse who 
survives Lemon Tart, who is apparently rustling horseshoes for a new family business. It still had its 
feet attached after we passed. 
 
Hares report said there would be five fishhooks, so it wasn’t long before K9, Banger, Wurzle and I 
find the first. Local wildlife showed their contempt and made it a s**t hook. Running back means we 
have to circle the last runner, which by consensus says ‘Main runners only count’ otherwise we 
would be back at the pub. 
 
Catch up to cross the road past the Moulin Rouge homage and its straight on into a very big field. 
What does our waters feel will happen, you guessed, another fishhook? K9 is resting so Dock Leaf 
gets the short straw this time. 
 
More straight ons until a right. We keep going on to find out that most other runners go right again a 
lot earlier than me, maybe they shouldn’t have turned as , whilst some of us take the straight line to 
catch Banger, others like Dock Leaf, decide to roll around and get tangled in the electric fence to 
spice up their life. 
 
More straight ons again until we (Banger and K9) find a strange sign, what was it, consensus says it 
was to avoid the big Badger hole, so what do we do? Carry straight on again. Pack is leaving us 
behind. So whilst K9, Horn Blower and I are out front we catch up with the Arse About, passing the 
washed out third fishhook, allegedly, to go straight on to the main road. 
Mini takes the first right up the road to the pub. K9 insists that the main should carry on, risking 
heavy traffic to find the next footpath. 
 
Being men of action, the detour doesn’t delay us one bit, we overhaul the mini and make the pub. 
Back early so should get in the pub quick! 
 
Mention that Bangers transport looked like it had flat tyres. Net result was I had to wait for Dock leaf 
to use my electric tyre pump to do all her wheels. Then I find my water bottle was not sealed so most 
of my dry clothes are in fact now wet, Ugggg. 
 
Late into the pub, which looked quite spacious, only to have to depart into the garden tent for the 
down downs. 
 
Wind is rising and some precipitation has started but that’s not a problem as we is under cover. 



However, jump into the car, get to the main road and the headlights are on and wipers are going full 
blast. Get to Ringwood and the sun is out, full in the face, shining off the wet road!!! 
So, cool, sunny, lots of straight “ons”, muddy in places, fishhooks (real and imaginary) then a shed lot 
of rain (but not on the Hash). 
 
So what did you think? 
On On J 

 


